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Although it is generally agreed that the "canonical" version of the Gilgamesh Epic (henceforth GE) was composed in the last half or quarter of the second millennium, probably in the Kassite period,\(^1\) it is widely assumed that the integrated Akkadian epic, with its plot and unifying themes, is a product of the Old Babylonian period. In the past two decades a number of scholars have noted that this assumption has never been substantiated.\(^2\) They ask, in effect: is there any evidence against an assumption that the Akkadian Gilgamesh texts of the Old Babylonian period are simply independent, disconnected episodes, like the Sumerian Gilgamesh compositions? The purpose of this paper is to adduce evidence in support of the view that the integrated epic existed in the Old Babylonian period.

I

Since the adventures of Gilgamesh first became known to modern scholars in the form of GE, it is not surprising that the subsequently discovered Sumerian forerunners of the epic were also first taken to be parts of a single integrated epic.\(^3\) This view was rejected by Kramer in 1944.\(^4\) Kramer argued, on the basis of the varying lengths of the six Sumerian tales then known and their character as "individual, disconnected tales,"\(^5\) that the Sumerian tales comprised independent narratives which had not been united into a single epic, and that the composition of the epic, with an unfolding plot linking the episodes, was a Babylonian contribution. Some years later further evidence for this position was adduced by L. Matouš.\(^6\) He noted that GEN and the Sumerian account of the flood began with mythological introductions, a feature which typically appears at
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Special abbreviations:

DG The Death of Gilgamesh, ed. Kramer, BASOR 94 (1944) 2-12; ANET\(^3\) pp. 50-52.

GA Gilgamesh and Agga, ed. Kramer, AJA 53 (1949) 1-18; ANET\(^3\) pp. 44-47.


GE The late ("canonical") version of the Gilgamesh Epic, cited according to Thompson, Gilg.

GEN Gilgamesh, Enkidu, and the Netherworld, ed. Shaffer, as below.

Gilg. Bo. KUB 4 12: Thompson, Gilg. pp. 43f.; ANET\(^3\) p. 82 (obv.).


Gilg. Me. Meissner, MVAC 7 (1962); ANET\(^3\) 90ff.


Gilg. Y Jastrow and Clay, YOR 4/3 (1920) 87-102; Thompson, Gilg. pp. 25-29; ANET\(^3\) pp. 78-81.


Hitt. Gilg. The Hittite version(s); Tablet I cited from ed. Otten, Jastrow and Clay, YOR 4/3 (1920) 87-102; other fragments from ed. Fibberich, ZA 39 (1929) 1-82 (cf. Laroche, RHA 82 [1967] 121-38); for no. 8, see ANET\(^3\) pp. 85f.


3. S. Langdon, JRA 13 (1932) 912; Shaffer (Sources, p. 4) also cites SRT 35.
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the beginning of a composition, and that GLL (version A). These facts show that none of these tales was preceded by another. That GLL, GA, GEN, and fragment B of DG were not followed by any other episode is shown by the doxological formula (DN) za-mi(-zu du 10-ga-am) with which they end, since this formula typically appears at the end of a composition.11

The demonstration of the separateness of the Sumerian tales at first had no effect upon general opinion concerning the Old Babylonian tablets and fragments of the Akkadian version. They were still taken to be parts of an already unified epic, rather than independent tales like the Sumerian ones. This assumption is still widely taken for granted.12

The direct textual evidence in favor of such an assumption is not extensive. The Old Babylonian Gilg P is identified in its colophon as tablet two of its series and Gilg Y, its sequel, is, to judge from its appearance and script, from the same edition.13 This edition thus contained at least four tablets, the first not extant, the second dealing with the advent of Enkidu, and the third with preparations for the journey to the Cedar Mountain; the latter implies at least one more tablet describing the journey itself. While this evidence points to a composition which contains more than a single episode, it hardly adds up to the full, integrated epic known from GE. None of the other Old Babylonian texts demonstrably belongs to this edition and most, with their different appearance, number of columns, and find-sites, clearly do not. Their mere existence in itself implies nothing about the possible integration of the epic in this period.

Recently H. N. Wolff attempted briefly to adduce some evidence which might overcome doubts about the epic’s early unification.14 She noted the use of a “week-long suspension” followed by a “change of the character and outlook of the person concerned” twice, at strategic points, in the Old Babylonian version, and inferred that this indicates “the work of an author pursuing a specific line of thought.” She concluded, however, that this implies at most a single author (not necessarily a single composition) and is, in addition, subjective.

II

The earliest direct evidence for a fuller Gilgamesh epic comes from the 14th-13th century Gilgamesh texts unearthed at Boghazkoi. The Akkadian fragment Gilg Bo, which is not part of the “canonical” version covers part of the journey to the Cedar Mountain on its obverse, while its reverse contains part of the Bull of Heaven episode. These two episodes were therefore connected by the time of this fragment, the 14th-13th centuries, and the connection is not limited to the “canonical” version.

In the Hittite version a number of tablets likewise cover several episodes each. The first tablet covers in abbreviated form the events narrated in GE I-V. The events of GE VI (as well as III-V) are presupposed by Hit. Gilg No. 8 and its partially overlapping duplicate No. 9, which include episodes found in GE VII-X, from Enkidu’s dream in which the gods condemn him for his part in killing Huwawa and the Bull of Heaven,
through Gilgamesh’s mourning over Enkidu and his meeting with Siduri. These tablets clearly bespeak an integrated epic. According to A. Kammenhuber the Hittite Gilgamesh fragments date from the second half of the fourteenth century,\(^{21}\) giving a *terminus ad quem* for the integration of the epic.

Whether the Akkadian fragment and the Hittite tablets point to the state of affairs in the Old Babylonian period cannot be determined, since the derivation of the Boghazköy Akkadian texts\(^ {22}\) and the Hittite versions of Babylonian literature\(^ {23}\) is still an open question.

### III

Despite the paucity of direct evidence for the integration of the epic in the Old Babylonian period, there is ample indirect evidence to this effect. A comparison of GE with its Sumerian forerunners reveals certain features which are either unique to the Akkadian epic or play a unique role in it and constitute the cement unifying its episodes. These features are all attested in the Old Babylonian version.

The theme which unifies the epic’s several episodes is, as is well known, Gilgamesh’s quest to overcome death in some fashion, a quest also recognized in a collection of omens about Gilgamesh where he is said to have “sought life like Ziusudra.”\(^ {24}\) Dossin has noted that “the unity [of the epic] is assured for it as much, if not more, by the role given to Enkidu as by that of Gilgamesh.”\(^ {25}\) It is Enkidu’s death, which gave Gilgamesh a first-hand experience of death, which became the turning point from Gilgamesh’s pursuit of lasting fame to his literal quest for immortality. In order for Enkidu’s death to have such a decisive effect on Gilgamesh, Enkidu should be more than a servant. In the Sumerian episodes Enkidu was once or twice affectionately termed Gilgamesh’s friend (ku-ll),\(^ {26}\) though his status as servant (ir, šubur) and Gilgamesh’s as king/master (lugal) predominated.\(^ {27}\) The epic seized upon these sporadic hints of a loftier status for Enkidu and applied them across the board, consistently termsing Enkidu Gilgamesh’s friend and companion (ibr, tappu), brother (šu), and equal (maštu, kima).\(^ {28}\) Already in GEN Gilgamesh had grieved over Enkidu’s capture by the netherworld; he truly cared for Enkidu, servant though he was,\(^ {29}\) and tried to recover him. But there Gilgamesh’s emotional reaction was not one of distraction, and did not issue in an attempt to escape death himself. Finally, it is only Enkidu’s status as a friend and equal which creates a need to account for his origins.

All these developments in the character and role of Enkidu, which constitute decisive integrating factors in the epic, are already present in the Old Babylonian fragments and tablets.\(^ {30}\) An unpublished Nippur fragment\(^ {31}\) describes the creation of Enkidu to contend with Gilgamesh and bring relief to Uruk, a role which
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he plays in the Old Babylonian Gilg P as well. This role presupposes an account of Gilgamesh’s tyranny over Uruk, which is also mentioned in Gilg P. Enkidu’s introduction to civilization is partly narrated in the same tablet. Throughout the Old Babylonian material Enkidu is called Gilgamesh’s friend and “like” him. The Old Babylonian version of Gilgamesh’s journey to Utnapishtim has the journey motivated by grief over Enkidu. (Presumably Gilgamesh reached Utnapishtim in this version; there is no way to know whether the account of their meeting included a full rehearsal of the flood story, as it does in GE.)

Given their absence from the Sumerian episodes, each of these developments makes sense only in the context of the integrated epic, the existence of which in the Old Babylonian period is thus confirmed.
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40. That some of these developments took place in Sumerian forerunners which are not available to us is ruled out by Kramer, JAOS 64 (1944) 16 n. 60. More recently discovered variant recensions of the Sumerian compositions show no greater similarity to the Akkadian epic in matters which touch upon the essence of that epic.